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The Dignity Foundation
Head
Office
team
organised ‘Quizzards of
Dignity Season 2’ for all
the CMC members across
India. This event was a KBCstyled quiz contest based
on six themes which were

shared with the participants.
In all, 22 elimination rounds
were held in December, one
round for each CMC. In case
of fewer participants from
one centre, two centres were
combined. There were 22
finalists who competed for
the grand finale round held on
December 23 on Zoom. It was
a live interactive quiz show and
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we got winners for
positions one to three
on the day. The grand
finale quiz along with
an
entertainment
programme and the
launch of Dignity
Foundation’s new logo
and brand identity

were conducted via
YouTube
Premiere
on December 29 and
showcased to all. It
was a lovely event at
the end of which the
names of the winners
were announced:

Correction

In our December issue, in the
coverage of Infinite Love and
Light 2021, instead of printing the image of the winner
Shashikala Kadam, it was the
photograph of Kusuma Ramakanth that was published.
Please see the correct image.
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yy 1st Place: Thiruveni Vasudevan, Chennai
yy 2nd Place: Sushma Srivastava and
Anil Gupta, Delhi NCR
yy 3rd Place: Govind B E, Bengaluru

APF Initiaitves

January 2022

yy On World Pollution
Day, an awareness
talk on the risks and
preventive
methods to help reduce yy National Soil Day
wood smoke and
was observed on
protect health was
December 4 with
held. Smoke is not
an advocacy progood for health.
gramme for the
The biggest health
sustainable
manthreat from smoke
agement of soil reis from fine particles
sources.
Member
which worsen asthGowramma shared

information about
ments were distribgood potting mix
uted.
and compost. She
mixed and pre- yy December 10 is obpared potting mix
served world over as
with mature comHuman Rights Day.
post, soil and sand.
We held a campaign
She also planted
with members holdsmall saplings in the
ing placards in Kanpots. Brahmi plant
nada and creating
was given to all the
awareness
about
members to grow at
basic human rights
their houses.
among the masses.
On the same day,
yy A monthly check-up
we also distributed
reduces the risk of
dry ration and sanfalling ill. Dr. Sushitisation kits among
ma Patil conducted
our members at the
the regular monthly
centre.
check-up of all our
members.
Blood yy Art and craft sespressure and diasions like ‘Best out
betic screening was
of Waste’ and ‘DIY
done. Multivitamins
Christmas
Tree’
and iron suppleare conducted on a

National Soil day

Dr. Sushma checking our members

AZIM PREMJI
FOUNDATION
DAY CARE
CENTRES

Vijayanagar Day
Care Centre

Bengaluru

ma symptoms and
trigger asthma attacks. Fine particles
also trigger heart attacks, stroke, irregular heart rhythms
and heart failure.
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weekly basis. Mem- yy Christmas was celebers learned to
brated at our centre
make foot mats and
with various culturdusting cloth from
al events like singused clothes. They
ing, dancing and a
also excitedly made
fashion show. MemChristmas
trees
bers were dressed
with colour paper
in their best attires.
and decorations.
Participants
were
gifted goodies. Deyy Stitching of saree
licious snacks and
fall was taught to
a Christmas cake
the members as
was distributed and
part of encouraging
relished. A special
revenue generation
lunch was enjoyed
among members.
by all.
yy Simple yoga work- yy Memory games for
outs,
exercises,
elderly such as a jiglaughter
therapy
saw puzzle, musical
and yogasanas were
chair, Ludo and cartaught to the memom were played regbers. Most memularly at the centre.
bers stated that
Also, literacy activithey could witness
ties like newspaper
tremendous changreading,
storytelles in their health afing, writing, action
ter practicing yoga
songs, role play, etc.
regularly.
were also conducted.
yy Members are taken
for park and temple yy Mid-day meals and
visits which make
nutritional
drinks
them feel relaxed
were served daily to
and rejuvenated.
the elders at our cen-
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Yoga session

Temple visit

Literacy activity

Christmas celebration

APF Initiaitves

APF Initiaitves

tre. Ragi balls and
eggs were included
twice a week in the
food menu. Members relish the delicious and healthy
food served to them
daily.
yy Lions Club President
Madhura
sponsored a tai-

Chennai

Mullima Nagar
Day Care Centre

yy With the addition of
five new members,
Mullima Nagar Day
Care Centre now
has 83 registered
members.
yy Literacy is extremely
important in everyday life. The majority of our day care
centre’s participants
are illiterate – they
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loring machine for
the centre. Tailoring classes for our
members as part of
revenue generation
activity will start
from January 2022.
We are very grateful for the generous
donation from Lions
Club.

Tailoring machine

are unable to even
write their names.
As a result, we decided to launch a
literacy programme
for our members.
Members demonstrated a strong
desire to learn and
actively participated Christmas celebration
in the lessons. Their
unwavering
dedication yielded an
unbelievable result.
Members are now
proud and pleased
that they can write
their names instead
of relying on thumb
impressions while
receiving their pen- Graduation programme
5
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sion. Members have
even been taught
how to read numbers on bus boards.

conducted a session
on Maintenance and
Welfare of Parents
and Senior Citizens
Legislation, 2007.

a play and a group
dance were presented by our day care
centre members. As
a Christmas gift, our
CMC member Jayanthi Sen gifted woollen hats.

APF Initiaitves

were
particularly
interested in visiting the St. Thomas
cave and thanked
the staff for making their long-held
ambition of visiting
those historical sites
a reality.

yy To honour their accomplishments, we yy On December 14,
organised a Celemembers
were
bration Ceremony
taught how to make
on November 11. As
Christmas cards as yy On December 30,
many as 20 mempart of an art and
members were tak- yy On
Tuesdays,
bers were dressed
craft session and
en on a visit to Karnmonthly health exin
convocation
a Christmas party
eeswarar
Mandir
aminations
were
gowns and honwas held on Decemin Saidapet, the
held during which
oured with certifiber 29. Jointly held
Our Lady of Good
members were excates and medals.
with members of
Health shrine at
amined by a doctor
the Dementia Day
Little Mount and
and given medicayy On December 10,
Care Centre and
St. Thomas Mount
tions.
Dr. Sumathi Logesh
Chai Masti Centres,
Church. Members

Graduation of literacy programme members
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Mumbai

Jogeshwari Day
Care Centre

yy As health remains a
priority, a doctor’s
visit to the centre
is conducted every
month. On December 9, Dr. Rajesh
Chauhan
visited
the centre and conducted a regular
health
check-up
of 66 members.
During the checkup, the doctor also
discussed the new

Skill building
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variant of the corodent.
yy Our members celna virus called Omiebrated Christmas
cron and shared yy As low blood preswith high spirits and
information about
sure is common in
enjoyment.
Memthe precautions that
old age, an informabers played games,
must be taken.
tive video screenwore
Christmas
ing was organised
caps and cut a cake.
yy On December 14
for the members
and 15, a second
to learn the caus- yy Taking inspiration
round of training
es, symptoms, and
from a few memon making imitation
precautions of low
bers, more memjewellery was organblood pressure. A
bers have started
ised. This training
discussion on the
reading the newspaaims to start a livesame was held to reper on a daily basis.
lihood source for
inforce their knowlNewspaper reading
senior citizens in faedge.
adds to their knowlvourable conditions
edge and keeps
to keep them pro- yy 80 senior citizens
their interest in litductively engaged
were
supported
eracy alive.
and support themwith ration donaselves to become
tion this month.
financially indepen-

Christmas Celebration
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were connected to
the words.

BENGALURU

Jayanagar
Centre

yy December 2 is World
Computer Literacy
Day. Eight members
shared information
about the how computer is helpful to
them and how they
learned to operate
it.
yy A unique talk on the

Malathi Iyengar & Anitha
Shettar - World Computer
Literacy Day

8

power of letter ‘P’
was presented by
Prasanna Harihar,
a business professional. He started with the words
passion,
pledge,
perseverance, pragmatism, peace and
‘param-atma’.
He
explained
each
word and also presented some interesting videos which

Prasanna Harihar

CHAPTER UPDATES

Samskruthi School
of Arts presetned a
Bharatanatyam performance for our
members. It was a
treat to watch each
of them dance beautifully.

yy Dr. Salman Khan
and Dr. Amitha Muralidhar who run
a dental and skin
clinic gave a talk to
our members. Dr.
Khan, an orthodon- yy A programme is
tist, presented few
dedicated to celeslides on dental
brating the retro
care and diseases in
music of Hindi films.
the elderly. Dr. MuThe team is 92 epiralidhar, a consulsodes old and is led
tant cosmetologist,
by Sheshadri Mokspoke on how and
shagondam who is
why the skin changa retired marketing
es with age, preprofessional
and
venting skin ageing
two other nightinand reversing the
gales, Rekha Sathya
ageing clock.
Shankar and Sudha
Venkatesh.
yy Students
of

Students of Samskruthi Art School
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Vidyaranyapura
Centre

yy Among many activithe intricacies of
tails about the evoed the contributions
ties, Rama Thyagaraj
Ramanujan’s Magic
lution of Chemistry
and achievements of
explained meanings
Square.
since the Vedic ages.
Prof. C N R Rao.
of Vishnu Sahasranama. Nirmala Mohan yy R R Sindhe conduct- yy Cookery, a popular yy Triveni Murthy exexplained the story
ed two episodes of
topic, was undertakplained the selection
of Gajendra Moksha.
Sugama Sangeetha.
en by Shashikala Guof foods and their
K Vasu conducted a
Lalitha Iyer presentragol. She discussed
impact on digestion.
fun-filled quiz and
ed about 10 film
the popularity and
riddles programme
songs based on clasmany
applications
whereas D M Rao ensical ragas.
of jowar, especialgaged members in
ly in north Karnafun time.
yy Raman Kutty distaka. Premakumari
cussed the modern
Manjunath gave an
yy On the occasion of
social systems.
insight into Hasya
International MathBrahma Bee Chi.
ematicians’ Day, Dr. yy Triveni Murthy gave
R P Sahu explained
some interesting de- yy S R Nagaraj recount-

1800 267 8780
Dignity Foundation’s pan-India helpline number for
senior citizens
Ms. Namrata (40+) from Newtown, West Bengal called
on our Kolkata helpline number on December 22
asking for help for her parents as they were abused
by a neighbour. Our team immediately contacted the
local police station and requested them to resolve the
problem. The police have intervened and a resolution is
underway.
9
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Sanjay Nagar
Centre

yy Dr. S R Nagaraj nar- yy Kiran
Raghunath,
rated a lovely stowith 15 years of exry as a tribute to
perience in the field
the Kannada movie
of fitness and mulstar, late Puneeth
tiple certifications
Rajkumar.
Sadly,
in physiology and
Kannada
industry
physiotherapy,
is
lost this cine star.
an undeniable powIt was good to hear
erhouse of knowlthe story based on
edge. He has taken
his memory.
up geriatric wellness

as a project and he
wants to treat joint
problems with exS R Nagaraj
ercise instead of
surgery. He gave a
wonderful explanation of prevention
of diseases using
simple exercises.
Kiran Raghunath

Vijayanagar
Centre

yy Dr. Swetha Sasidhaebrated Hanuman
ran along with MS
Jayanthi by reciting
Ramaiah
Hospiprayers and devotal doctors hosttional songs.
ed a wellness programme where they yy Members participatinstructed members
ed in many games
to perform few simand activities such
ple exercises which
as memory games,
were beneficial for
housie, antakshari, Dr Shwetha Sashidharan
physical and mental
dumb
charades
health.
and debates. It was
exciting and fun to
yy Members along with
watch them play.
Latha Kamath cel-
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Mrs Latha Kamath
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CHENNAI

Dementia Day
Care Centre

yy Our Dementia Day yy Going outside can
Care Centre proassist people with
vides a host of serdementia by imvices to care for
proving their mood
people with deand reducing stress.
mentia and support
Our members were
their families. The
taken on a one-day
services include oripicnic to the Sea
entation
therapy,
Shell Museum on
physical exercises,
December 27. Gosocial activities, coging out may help
nitive rehabilitation
our members feel
and stimulation acmore self-assured,
tivities like memoconfident and hapry games, reminispy. Members had a
Picnic to Sea Shell Museum
cence therapy, and
wonderful time on
sensory stimulation
their trip and reactivities like pet or
turned home satisdoll therapy, garfied.
dening, music and
dance therapy.

Christmas celebration
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All Centres

second day featured
Margazhi Bhajan by
our member Ramani
Raja, who conducted live puja from
her home. The third
day was dedicated
to reciting of Thirupavai that belongs
to the Paavai genre
of songs. The final
day was dedicated to
Katha Kalashebam
by our member Mohan Krishnan.

yy Margazhi, a Tamil
month considered
heavenly, is a time
when believers say
their prayers to the
almighty
through
puja, music, events,
bhajans and other
forms of worship.
With the pandemic
still on the horizon,
we decided to host
the Margazhi Utsav yy Our members have
festival online for
set aside every Tuesa week, complete
day for singing and
with music, spirituthey are having a
al discourse, bhagreat time doing it.
jan and theatre. On
Similarly, all Thursthe first day we held
days are set aside
Margazhi Vaibhav in
for yoga and memwhich members perbers are showing up
formed various proin large numbers in
grammes emphasistheir attempt to reing the significance
main fit.
of the month. The

Margazhi Utsav
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Ration Distribution
A total of 330 ration kits were
delivered to poor elderly persons
in the Thideer slum, Mullima
Nagar slum and Kunrathoor
tribal village.

CHAPTER UPDATES
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DELHI
NCR

Safdarjung
Centre

displayed their flair
of the language by
making 60-70 words
out of the word ‘presentation’. A unique
snack display with
biscuits and crackers was organised
by
coordinator
Susmita Grover.

yy There was a palpamusical session, a
ble excitement in
craft session on pathe air when our Safper bags made out
darjung CMC memof used newspaper,
bers met at Deer
a session of poetry
Park for a picnic,
by talented memreplete with snacks,
bers Mukta, Premchatter and group
varsha and Nirmala.
songs! Members enyy Later in the month,
joyed many more yy In a word game
Christmas was celsessions such as a
session, members
ebrated with nar-

Picnic

ration
of
tales
from the Bible and
decoration of the
Christmas trees by
members. A happy
farewell was given
to the year 2021
with members holding up and releasing
balloons in a virtual
session.

New year celebration
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National Media
Centre

yy The
centre
had yy The highlight of the
some
engaging
month was when
sessions on Kabir
members of both
ke Dohe, laughNational Media Center yoga, memory
tre and DLF Phase
games and stories
II gathered for a
from the Panchaphysical meeting at
tantra, all of which
National Media Cenwere well liked by
tre. They were ecthe members.
static to play games
in the outdoors,
yy A unique session
bask in the sun and
was organised by
have lunch togethcoordinator Prema
er, while observing
Nair on rare synpandemic-related
onyms of commonly
safety protocols.
used words.
Get together at National Media Centre

DLF Phase II
Centre

yy The
centre
witlar songs from the
ories of visiting the
guessing the titles
nessed some interfilms of these acmountains
and
of movies.
esting sessions intors.
growing up in the
cluding celebrating
hills.
yy A musical quiz was
the birthday of leg- yy International Mounorganised
where
endary Bollywood
tain Day was ob- yy A session on dumb
members
were
stars Dharmendra
served by our memcharades was held
randomly given a
and Sharmila Tagobers who narrated
in which members
string of lyrics from
re by singing poputheir fondest memhad a fun-filled time
Hindi songs and
14
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were asked to guess
the songs. The session
was thoroughly enjoyed
by the members since
songs were carefully selected from yesteryears.
yy Another session on ‘Best
Advice from My Life’
was organised where
members shared some
pearls of wisdom and
lessons learnt in their
lifetime.
Coordinator
Ritu Kharayat organised a thematic session
on National Farmer’s
Day, also celebrated as
Kisan Diwas to mark

the birth anniversary
of former Prime Minister and farmer leader Chaudhary Charan
Singh. Members talked
about the plight of farmers in India and shared
interesting stories and
poems, along with the
measures needed to improve the plight of farmers. The month ended
with ‘Wrapping up 2021:
Lessons Learned in
2021’ where members
shared their experiences during the year, with
mixed feelings.

Combined
Sessions

yy Coordinators
organised a combined
virtual
tambola
session which was
well-attended and
thoroughly enjoyed
by our members.

helpful
‘memory
techniques’ in an interactive session, in
which members expressed their challenges and sought
her guidance on improving memory.

yy Resource
person
Rita Malhotra was yy Our
invited to share
learned

make a few dishes
from the Chinese
cuisine in a session
conducted by Chef
Praveen Johri, former Executive Chef,
Indian Hotel Company.

members yy In
a
wonderful
how to
and creative ses15
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sion, Mona Bhardwaj taught the art
of origami to the
members. It was in
continuation of the
first session held

Chinese cooking

last month. This yy We also celebrated
month,
members
birthdays of memwere taught how to
bers born during
create a Christmas
the month of Detree, Santa Claus
cember.
and candies.

Birthday celebration

Ration Distribution
Dignity Foundation’s Delhi
NCR Chapter distributed ration and sanitation kits to senior citizens in four slum communities. We also distributed
blankets to protect them from
the cold wave in the northern
parts of the country.
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KOLKATA

Dhakuria Centre

the musical evening
very pleasant.

took place. Sumptuous lunch was served
which the members
relished very much.
Prizes for the winners of the games
were distributed after lunch. Finally at
4 pm it was time to
disburse. Members
returned home happy and contented.

yy The centre pre- yy The members of
sented a wonderful
Behala, Baguiti and
programme on DeDhakuria
enjoyed
cember 8 with child
a gala picnic after a
artists Adrita Ghosh
long time at the Eco
who plays the viUrban Village on
olin and Tapasya
December 22. The
Dey, a singer. The
day started with a
members were imlip-smacking breakpressed with their
fast, followed by yy The centre celebratperformances. Both
chatting with friends.
ed the festive season
the girls performed
Mid-day snacks were
of Christmas and
very
confidently
served.
Exciting
New Year on Decemand with passion.
events like games,
ber 27. The premisThe children made
songs and dances
es were decorated

Gala picnic

wonderfully for the
occasion. A member
presented a lovely
decorated Christmas
tree made by her.
The event started
with soulful songs by
members. A couple
of poems were recited by a member.
A magnificent dance
by a senior member
amazed the audience. Other members sang melodious songs. Tea and
snacks were served
at the end of the
event.

Christmas celebration
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Baguiati Centre

Christmas celebration

yy The centre held different programmes
like antakshari, storytelling,
singing
competitions, oneact plays, recitation,
birthday
celebrations, etc.

December 28 and it
was a very colourful
programme. Christmas carols were
sung by the members. All the members dressed beautifully, wearing caps.

yy On December 14, a yy Birthday celebration
cultural programme
was held on the last
was conducted by
day of the month,
46 members.
complete with cakes
and gifts.
yy Christmas celebration was held on
Gala picnic

Behala Centre

yy The centre enjoyed yy A beautiful musical
an indoor picnic
programme was held
at the club premonline on December
ises on December
18. The singer was
11. Some members
Arya
Chakraborty,
took the lead to prea young but promipare dinner for all
nent personality in
the members. The
the field of music.
participation
was
She has learnt her
much more than exmusic from the empected.
inent singer Late

Jatileswar Mukherjee
and has performed
for different Bengali
music channels. The
programme was appreciated by all the
members
present
for the show.

Indoor picnic
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Salt Lake Centre

yy On
December
2,
members had a relaxing evening with
coffee as they shared
their travel experiences.
yy On December 4, there
was a yoga session by
trainer Arun Sen. He
also discussed about
insomnia, its causes,
effects and remedies.
On December 18, he
discussed the subject
of dementia with our
members.
yy On December 9, we
had a nice evening
of ‘Gane O Kobitay’
(songs and poems) in
which beautiful songs
and recitations were

made by our members.
yy On December 11, our
members discussed
about their gardening
experiences.
Coffee with adda

Christmas celebration

yy On December 14, we
had a virtual discussion on consciousness.
yy On December 21,
spiritual discussions
were conducted by
our members Manidipa Mitra and Chandrima Gupta.
yy On December 25,
members celebrated
Christmas.

Yoga therapy

Ration Distribution
This month, Dignity Foundation Kolkata Chapter
distributed monthly ration to 30 underprivileged
senior citizens at Purbalok Day Care Centre on
December 21. All the distribution was done by
maintaining pandemic-related safety and security measures.
19
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MUMBAI

Powai Centre

licious snacks, lunch
and cake. The event
was
covered
in
‘Powai Planet’ newspaper.

yy Members had a
Christmas party on
December 10 at a yy December
birthlocal club named
days were celeMatoshri. About 40
brated by cutting
members
particithe cake. From the
pated in the event.
head office, Dr. SuAll members came
jay Joshi and Kusum
dressed in red and
Gupta joined the
donned Christmas
celebration and encaps. They played
couraged the memtambola and varibers. Dr. Kankaria
ous games, enjoyed
(95) enthralled all by Christmas celebration
the
face-to-face
playing songs on his
bonding and the deflute.

Grant Road
Centre

game and treasure
hunt.

yy The centre organised various activities
including yy Along with the ensinging and playing
tertaining sessions,
sessions. Members
members also had
enjoyed playing ana session on the adtakshari,
memory
vantages and disad20

vantages of the new
variant called Omicron, in which everyone shared their
thoughts and points
of view.

CHAPTER UPDATES
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Dadar Centre

yy A session on laughter was hosted by
Naresh Shah on December 15 who gave
a brief introduction
to laughing yoga.
He said that typical
laughing yoga includes breathing exercises and chanting.
It helps one to relax
and relieve one from
stress. He started
his session with gentle warm-up techniques. He also explained the benefits

Christmas Celebration

of laughter. He said
ent types of laughter
laughter decreases
and asked members
stress and increasto do them along
es immune cells in
with him. Members
our body. He asked
learned lion laugheveryone to follow
ter, humming laughhim with a smile, gigter, silent laughter
gle and laugh slowand heart-to-heart
ly, then gradually
laughter. Members
increase the temenjoyed and benefitpo and volume of
ed a lot through this
laughter. After that,
session.
he suggested clapping, walking on toes yy On December 21,
and greeting everyChristmas celebraone in the centre. He
tion was organalso explained differised with members

coming dressed for
the occasion and
greeting each other. It was a time of
fun, togetherness,
singing carols and
exchanging
gifts.
Members
played
games like housie,
dart and passed the
Christmas Eve box
that had surprise
gifts in it. One of the
members dressed
up as Santa Claus
and gave gifts and
blessings to all.

Dadar Session on Laughter by Naresh Shah
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Thane Centre

yy On December 3,
of late Dr. BabaSwarsadhana Musisaheb
Ambedkar,
cal Group of Thane
Pradeep Malgi took
conducted an all-Ina session on this
dia session. Pushvisionary
leader’s
kalaji gave a brief
background of caste
history of the group
and class struggle.
and the contribuHe also touched
tion of Subhashji
upon other promiPhadke. After that,
nent personalities
the musical session
who fought against
started with high
discrimination and
energy. The singers
injustice. He narratof the group sang
ed the life history
melodious
songs
and contributions
that entertained the
of Dr. Ambedkar
members a lot. The
in nation-building.
session ended with
Members appreciata vote of thanks by
ed the session with
Narendra Joshi, copositive comments.
ordinator of Thane
CMC.
yy On December 9, Jagannath
Kargudri
yy On December 6, on
took a session on
the occasion of the
playback
singer
death anniversary
Mukesh. He said

Mukesh started his
career with the song
‘Dil Jalta Hai toh
Jalne De’ for the film
‘Pehli Nazar’ under
the music direction
of Anil Biswas. He
sang under several stalwarts such as
Naushad,
Madan Pradeep Malgi
Mohan,
Shankar
Jaikishan and others. Almost all songs
pictured on Raj Kapoor and sung by
Mukesh
became
hits. So Mukesh became the voice of
Raj Kapoor. The speciality of Mukesh’s Jagannath Kargudri
voice was the pain
that was hidden in
it. Mukesh, as an
individual, was very
kind-hearted
towards poor people.

CALL IF ISSUE NOT RECEIVED
Subscribers who have not received the hard copy of DIGNITY DIALOGUE
may please call 915 201 7120 And immediately get a replacement.
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It was very sad that
he died of a heart
attack in USA while
performing on stage
in 1976.

January 2022

made an impact
with their melodious songs but could
not get deserved
success. It was a
wonderful experience for all to recollect the names of
those lesser-known
singers and learn of
their contributions
in the field of Hindi
cinema.

took a session on
Zoom on the importance of books. He
said that books are
our friends. They
help us in many
ways, they enhance
our knowledge on
various matters and
sometimes
they
help us in finding a
solution to a problem. Books have
revolutionised the
thinking of people
all over the world on

yy We have 10 memadmission. Only a
bers since we startweek into the proed and a couple of
gramme, she has
others are expressstarted
showing
ing their interest
positive behaviour
in enrolling. We
as she now smiles
recently
enrolled
at home and her agan
84-year-old
gression is reduced
lady from Bandra
considerably.
who was very aggressive at home yy Our member M
and behaved like
Iyer has dementia.
a child. She took a
His wife has heart
trial and their famdisorders and his
ily confirmed the
mother-in-law
is

100 years of age.
Before the admission, the family visited our centre and
took a two-day trial.
During the trial, Iyer
started interacting
with other members and became
very participative in
the activities conducted at the centre. Now he is one of
our enrolled members. Having con-

yy On December 15,
Pradeep Malgi took
a session on shadow
singers, male and
female. He took the
audience down the
memories lane and
recounted
those
shadow male and yy On December 22,
female singers who
Jagannath Kargudri

social economic and
political issues. He
also informed about
the most expensive
books – Birds of
America, big-sized
Atlas and a book
of 233 pages without verbs. He also
highlighted national and international
authors and their
contributions to the
society.

Dementia Day
Care Centre
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Cognitive activities at the centre

versation with other
members gives him
a great amount of
satisfaction. He is
now also sleeping
well at home.
yy One member, Edmund, recently took
a short break and
visited Goa. In our
conversation with
him, we jokingly

Picnic to Veermata Jijabai Bhonsale Udyan, Byculla

asked him get caconversation
and
shew nuts for the
acted on it.
members from Goa.
Upon his return, he yy We organised spehad
remembered
cial
events
like
to get cashew nuts
snacks party and
for the members
Christmas
party
and centre staff.
at our centre. We
The
observation
also held a one-day
to be made is that
picnic to the Mumdementia patients
bai Zoo, which was
tend to forget but
well-managed and
he remembered our
enjoyed by all.

Scan the QR codes below with any QR scanner app,

or your phone’s camera, and join Dignity Foundation today.
Magazine
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PUNE

Wanawadi
Centre

music classes led by
Maya Rana. Members
individually
practice with the
teacher and conduct
rehearsals wherein members sing in
groups or solo.

yy On December 3, the
centre organised a
session by Manoj
Moses titled ‘A New
Key of Beginning’.
During the session
he emphasised hab- yy On December 13, Bollywood dance session
its that make a perthe centre organson either producised a Bollywood
tive or inactive.
dance session. At
the age of 80+, our
yy Every Wednesday,
members
danced
the centre conducts
effortlessly.

Kalyani Nagar
Centre

yy On December 9, the
centre invited Anindita Gargrave for a
session on ‘Fitness
with Ease’. Anindita is a counsellor,
mentor and coach.
She elaborated on

the importance of
good diet, regular
exercise, adequate
sleep,
emotional
and mental health,
etc.
Ms Anindita Gargrave
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Magarpatta
Centre

yy The centre continproud of her literary
ues to have online
achievements.
and physical sessions. On Decem- yy On December 13,
ber 6, we held an
our 24 members
informative session
met at Kamal Duton ageing eyes and
ta’s house. It was a
cataract prevention
grand celebration of
and treatment by
friendship.
Dr. Col. V K Madan.
There are, contrary yy On December 16,
to general belief,
we held a Zoom
many reasons for
webinar on ‘Winter
cataracts
besides
Travel’ by travel enage. Trauma, diabethusiast Sandeepa.
tes, steroids, use of
We were guided by
diuretics, smoking,
her to select destipollution and radianations for winter
tion can also cause
travel and things to
cataract. Surgery is
carry for enjoying
the only treatment
such trips.
for cataract and it
should not be de- yy On December 13, we
layed.
held our pre-Christmas meet. It was
yy On December 9,
thrilling to see evwe felicitated our
eryone dressed in
member Rekha Rani
red. We celebratfor publication of
ed with a cake and
her books. We are
merrymaking.

Christmas celebration

Get together at member’s residence

Felicitation of member for book launch
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Mumbai

Meghwadi
Centre

In December, the
Meghwadi centre executed several activities and events to
enrich the lives of senior citizens. Along
with regular yoga and
zumba, pillow-making was taught for
the skill-building of
members. Three visits were made by
Dr. Rajesh Chauhan
to keep members’
health in good control
whereas two counselling sessions by Pradnya Ganala were held

to build members’
emotional and mental health. A birthday
celebration was conducted too. Rohan
Wagh donated lunch
on the occasion of his
grandmother’s birth- Birthday celebration
day.
Members enjoyed and remained
productively engaged
throughout the month
with various activities
and events. 63 senior
citizens and their families were provided
with dry ration.

Lunch donation
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Ananda Yaan –
Byculla and
E-Moses Centres

yy To make members
feel
rejuvenated,
Dignity Foundation
organised a musical event for Ananda Yaan centres.
On November 26, V
G Abraham and Minakshi Adsule, volunteers from Entertainment for Senior
Citizens, conducted
live musical performances for E-Moses
and Byculla centres.
As members are
very fond of music,

Musical session
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old songs of Kishor
Kumar,
Kumar
Sanu, Asha Bhosale
and Lata Mangeshkar got performed.
Everyone sang their
hearts out and enjoyed the event to
the fullest.

they enjoyed the
event thoroughly.
Since it was a live
event,
members
asked the singers
to sing their favourite songs. Members yy They say if happialso took the opporness is shared, it
tunity to sing along
grows more. On
with the singers with
the occasion of his
music and chorus.
birthday, Rotarian
Members
shared
Ramesh
Narayan
that they felt like
shared his happiartists and enjoyed
ness with senior
performing live on
citizens of Dignity
the stage. Members
Foundation’s Ananfelt nostalgic while
da Yaan projects. To

Christmas celebration

CHAPTER UPDATES

make senior citizens
happy, a picnic at
Maanas resort, Arnala was organised.
Coordinator
Dilip
Chauhan accompanied 50 senior citizens and managed
to care for them.
Members reached
the resort in the
morning and enjoyed staying there
till the evening. They
played games, enjoyed water sports,
took rides, danced,
etc..
Members
shared that they relived their childhood
and enjoyed it more
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than they would have ever enjoyed. All senior citizens shared
their gratitude and blessing on
this special day.
yy Like other celebrations, Ananda Yaan members celebrated
Christmas also with full enthusiasm. Members came dressed
up, played games, sung songs,
had snacks and enjoyed to the
fullest.

Picnic

Pune

The loneliness mitigation centres of
Pune Chapter operated at full capacity
and we got a positive response from
the residents of the
slum. Fun games,
yoga, storytelling and
pranayama as well as
quiz, puzzles, health
talks and many more

sessions were held.
In the month of December, we provided
ration kits to 21 new
beneficiaries, and in
all we distributed 61
ration kits at three locations namely Bhim
Nagar,
Siddharth
Nagar and the leprosy village.

Fun activity
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Mumbai

RATION FOR
ELDERLY POOR

yy Ration and safety
kits for 80 regular
monthly beneficiaries of the Jogeshwari Day Care Centre were distributed
on December 3.
yy Ration and safety
kits for 35 regular

30

ciaries of the Byculla Anand Yaanwere
distributed on December 6.
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of local volunteer
Sanjay Surve and
his team.
yy Ration and safety
kits for 150 beneficiaries at Rahul
Nagar-1 and Chuna
Bhatti were distributed on December
16 with the help of
local volunteer Sunil
Waghmare and his
team.

monthly beneficia- yy Ration and safety
ries were distributkits for 35 benefied on December 7.
ciaries of the Meghwadi Centre were
yy Ration and safety
distributed on Dekits for 108 beneficember 3.
ciaries of Dr. E-Moses Anand Yaan yy Ration and safety
were distributed on
kits for 100 benefiDecember 6.
ciaries at Lalbaug,
Mumbai were dis- yy Ration and safety
yy Ration and safety
tributed on Decemkits for 100 benefikits for 90 benefiber 11 with the help
ciaries at Vile Parle
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West were distributed on December
26 with the help
of local volunteer
Prakash Kharvi and
his team.
yy Ration and safety
kits for 100 beneficiaries at Kisan
Nagar-1,
Thane
were distributed on
December 29 with
the help of Helping
Hand Group led by
Nitish Chheda.

January 2022

Obituary
It is with a very heavy heart
that Dignity Foundation
introduced this column in
April 2021. In this issue, we
mourn the passing away
of one of our members. To
the family of the deceased
member, we convey our
deepest sympathies.

Amayamma (69)
Azim Premji Foundation
Day Care Centre,
Bengaluru
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Music, Bonding and Much More
yy On December 13, a
music session was
organised for the
residents. They sang
songs and enjoyed a
lot.

was held on December 21. Lester,
Pamela, Alister and
Alden Almeida, a
family of four people from Thane, performed for all the
residents. Trustees,
staff and residents
danced as well.

yy The staff of Dignity
Lifestyle also participated with the residents for a game of
housie.
yy A candle light dinner was organised
yy Music therapy helps
by Dignity Lifestyle
to relieve pain and
on December 30. 32
reduce stress and
residents attended
anxiety for the pait. Continental food
tient, resulting in
was served and evphysiological changeryone enjoyed the
es. So, a western
dinner with lights
music programme
and music.

Candle light dinner

Western music programme
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